The Result
Let H = {z ∈ C : Imz > 0} be the Poincaré plane and j the j-invariant. The numbers of the form j(τ ), where τ ∈ H is an imaginary quadratic number, are called singular moduli. It is known that j(τ ) is an algebraic integer satisfying [Q(τ, j(τ )) :
where ∆ is the discriminant of the complex multiplication order O = End τ, 1 (the endomorphism ring of the lattice generated by τ and 1) and h(∆) = h(O) is the class number.
In the context of the famous theorem of André [2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9] Kühne proved in [8] that a sum of two singular moduli can never be 1:
Neither can their product be 1, as shown in [3] :
A vast generalization of (1) was given in [1] : it is shown that with "obvious" exceptions two distinct singular moduli cannot satisfy a linear relation over Q.
In this note we generalize (2) , by showing that with "obvious" exceptions the product of two singular moduli cannot be a non-zero rational number. Theorem 1.1 Assume that j(τ 1 )j(τ 2 ) ∈ Q × . Then we have one of the following options:
• (rational case) both j(τ 1 ) and j(τ 2 ) are rational numbers (in fact integers);
• (quadratic case) j(τ 1 ) and j(τ 2 ) are of degree 2 and conjugate over Q.
One may remark that the corresponding discriminants satisfy
in the rational case and
in the quadratic case. The full list of discriminants of class numbers 1 and 2 is well-known and is reproduced in Table 1 . In particular, there are 13 discriminants of class number 1 (of which discriminant −3 must be disregarded, because the corresponding j-value is 0) and 29 discriminants of class number 2. This implies that there are 78 (unordered) pairs of the rational type and 29 pairs of the quadratic type.
The proof combines ideas from [1] and [3] . 2 Auxiliary Material
Estimates for the j-Invariant
We denote by D the standard fundamental domain: the open hyperbolic triangle with vertices
together with the geodesics connecting ζ 6 with √ −1 and with ∞. We write
where
For z ∈ H we denote q z = e Next let us study how small can j(z) be. Clearly, if z ∈ D + is such that |j(z)| is small then z must be close to ζ 6 and |j(z)| must be of magnitude |z − ζ 6 | 3 , because j has a triple zero at ζ 6 . We again want to make this explicit.
Remark 2.3 1. The same statement (with the same proof) holds true for z ∈ D − with ζ 6 replaced by ζ 3 .
2. Only the lower bound from (5) will be used in the sequel.
Proof We follow [3] with some simplifications. Our starting point is the estimate |j(z)| ≤ 23000 in the disc |z − ζ 6 | ≤ √ 3/4, see Lemma 2 in [3] . (The statement of the lemma has 30000, but the actually proved upper bound is 23000.) This allows us to estimate the fourth derivative j IV in the disc |z − ζ 6 | ≤ 10 −3 :
whence, for |z − ζ 6 | ≤ 10 −3 we have
We deduce from these estimates for the third derivative in the same disc: since
and j ′′′ (z) = j(ζ 6 ) + j IV (z 1 )(z − ζ 6 ) for some z 1 on the segment joining ζ 6 and z, we have 230000 ≤ |j ′′′ (z)| ≤ 320000 (7) for |z − ζ 6 | ≤ 10 −3 . Finally, since j(ζ 6 ) = j ′ (ζ 6 ) = j ′′ (ζ 6 ) = 0, we have, for z in the disc |z − ζ 6 | ≤ 10 −3 , the "mean value theorem" j(z) = j ′′′ (ξ)(z − ζ 6 ) 3 /6 for some ξ in the same disc. Together with (7) this proves (5); in particular, for |z − ζ 6 | = 10 −3 we have |j(z)| ≥ 3.8 · 10 −5 . Using the properties of j on the boundary of D + (where it takes real values), we deduce from this that |j(z)| ≥ 3.8 · 10 −5 holds for any z on the boundary of the domain D + ∩ {z : |z − ζ 6 | ≥ 10 −3 }. By the maximum principle this is true for any z in this domain, which completes the proof.
The Conjugates of j(τ )
Let τ ∈ H be imaginary quadratic, and ∆ be the discriminant of its CM-order. It is well-known that the Q-conjugates of the algebraic integer j(τ ) can be described explicitly. Below we briefly recall this description.
Denote by T = T ∆ the set of triples of integers (a, b, c) such that
In particular, h(∆) = |T ∆ |.
For a proof, see, for instance, [5, Theorem 7.7] . It would be convenient to use the notation
for (a, b, c) ∈ T ∆ . One may notice that τ (a, b, c) belongs to the standard fundamental domain D.
Another useful observation: since 0 < a ≤ c and |b| ≤ a, we have
The following statement is proved by a straightforward verification; we omit the details.
Proposition 2.5 For every negative discriminant ∆ the set T ∆ has exactly one element (a, b, c) with a = 1 and at most two elements with a = 2. More precisely, T ∆ has:
• two elements with a = 2 if ∆ ≡ 1 mod 8, ∆ = −7;
• one element with a = 2 if ∆ ≡ 8, 12 mod 16, ∆ = −4, −8;
• no elements with a = 2 if ∆ ≡ 5 mod 8 or ∆ ≡ 0, 4 mod 16. Table 2 : Fields presented as Q(j(τ 1 )) and Q(j(τ 2 )) with 
Hilbert Class Polynomials
The monic polynomial having the numbers (8) as roots is usually called the Hilbert class polynomial of discriminant ∆; we denote it by
with a h = a ′ h = 1 and with the obvious convention in the case of zero denominators (that is, if the denominator on the left is zero, but the numerator isn't, then we have the same on the right). In particular, if
This gives an easy method of verifying whether or not j(τ )j(τ ′ ) ∈ Q × in every concrete case.
Comparing Two CM Fields
The following theorem is proved in [1] , see Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.3.
Theorem 2.6 Let τ 1 and τ 2 be imaginary quadratic numbers such that Q(j(τ 1 )) = Q(j(τ 2 )), and let ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 be the discriminants of the corresponding CM orders.
Assume that
is one of the fields in Table 2 .
3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
Assume that j(τ 1 )j(τ 2 ) = A ∈ Q × . In fact, since both j(τ i ) are algebraic integers, we must have A ∈ Z, but this would not play significant role in the sequel. As before, we denote by ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 the discriminants of the corresponding CM orders.
First of all, we clearly have Q(j(τ 1 )) = Q(j(τ 2 )), and, in particular, h(∆ 1 ) = h(∆ 2 ) = h. When h = 1 we are, obviously, in the "rational case" of Theorem 1.1, and when h = 2, we are in the "quadratic case"; this is slightly less obvious, see Subsection 3.3.
Therefore in the sequel we will assume that h ≥ 3, and, in particular, |∆ 1 |, |∆ 2 | ≥ 23. We also have j(τ 1 ) = j(τ 2 ), because otherwise j(τ 1 ) 2 ∈ Q, which implies h ≤ 2. We will bound A from below and from above in terms of ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 , and will see that the two bounds contradict each other in all but finitely many cases. These remaining few cases can be treated by direct verification using any available number-theoretic computer package (we used PARI [12] ).
Lower Bound
We want to bound A from below. We may assume that, for i = 1, 2, there exist triples (a i
1/2 . Using Proposition 2.1, we obtain 
where ζ = ζ 6 . To estimate |τ 2 − ζ| we first notice that, since j(τ 2 ) = 0 we have τ 2 = ζ, and since τ 2 ∈ D + , we have
the last inequality being implied by (9) . We obtain |j(τ 2 )| ≥ min{3.8 · 10 −5 , 3085|∆ 2 | −3 }. Combined with (12), this results in the following lower estimate:
Upper Bound
Now we want to bound A from above. It will be convenient to consider separately the cases ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 and ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 , and for the latter also separate the sub-cases Q(τ 1 ) = Q(τ 2 ) and Q(τ 1 ) = Q(τ 2 ). The arguments differ only technically, therefore we give the full details only in the first of the three cases.
The Case
In this case the singular moduli j(τ 1 ) and j(τ 2 ) are conjugate over Q. Since j(τ 1 ) = j(τ 2 ) and j(τ 1 )j(τ 2 ) ∈ Q, the field L = Q(j(τ 1 )) = Q(j(τ 1 )) admits a non-trivial automorphism of order 2, swapping j(τ 1 ) and j(τ 2 ).
It follows that h = [L : Q] is an even number; in particular, h ≥ 4. To bound A from above, we must assume slightly more for certain types of discriminants. We obtain two kinds of upper bounds: one is sharper, but this additional assumption is more restrictive; the other is less sharp, but the additional assumption is milder. Precisely:
1. assume that |∆| ≥ 103, that h > 4 when ∆ ≡ 8, 12 mod 16 and that h > 6 when ∆ ≡ 1 mod 8; then |A| ≤ 1.11e
2. assume that |∆| ≥ 399 and that h > 4 when ∆ ≡ 1 mod 8; then |A| ≤ 1.001e
Since both j(τ 1 ) and j(τ 2 ) generate the same field of degree h over Q, the Galois orbit of the pair (j(τ 1 ), j(τ 2 )) (over Q) has exactly h elements; moreover, each conjugate of j(τ 1 ) occurs exactly once as the first coordinate of a pair in the orbit, and each conjugate of j(τ 2 ) occurs exactly once as the second coordinate. Every such conjugate pair is of form (j(τ ′ 1 ), j(τ ′ 2 )), where, for i = 1, 2 we have τ
For the proof of item 1 call the pair (j(τ
) "good" if a 1 , a 2 ≥ 3 and "bad" otherwise. Proposition 2.5 implies that there are at most 6 "bad" pairs in the case ∆ ≡ 1 mod 8, at most 4 "bad" pairs in the case ∆ ≡ 8, 12 mod 16, and at most 2 "bad" pairs in all other cases. Hence at least one "good" pair exists in any case (recall that h ≥ 4). For such a pair we have |q τi | = e (π/ai)|∆| 1/2 ≤ e (π/3)|∆| 1/2 . Now using Proposition 2.1,
2 , which is bounded above by 1.11e
For the proof of item 2 call a pair "good" if a 1 , a 2 ≥ 2 and a 1 + a 2 ≥ 5. The rest of the proof is similar to that of item 1, and we omit the details. Now, combining (13) with the bound |A| ≤ 1.11e Using PARI, we computed the Hilbert Class Polynomials for the discriminants above, and verified that none of these polynomials satisfies condition (11). We do not include the results of this computation in the article, but they can be obtained from the authors, together with the source codes.
Theorem 2.6 implies that either ∆ 1 , ∆ 2 ∈ {−3, −12, −27} or ∆ 1 /∆ 2 ∈ {4, 1/4}. In the former case h = 1, which is excluded. Hence, we may assume that ∆ 1 = 4∆ 2 and write ∆ 1 = 4∆, ∆ 2 = ∆.
Observe that ∆ ≡ 1 mod 8. Indeed, recall the "class number formula"
where (∆/p) is the Kronecker symbol (see [5, Corollary 7 .28]). In our case ω = 1 and m = 2, which gives h(4∆) = (2 − (∆/2))h(∆), and for the equality h(∆) = h(4∆) we must have (∆/2) = 1, that is, ∆ ≡ 1 mod 8. The lower bound (13) becomes |A| ≥ 3000e
For the upper bound we argue as in the previous subsection. We use a pair (j(τ According to Theorem 2.6, we are now in one of the cases featured in sections h = 4 and h = 8 of Table 2 . We may assume |∆ 1 | > |∆ 2 |, and, inspecting the table, we find |∆ 2 | ≥ 96 and |∆ 1 | ≥ 160. To bound |A| from above, we proceed as in the previous subsections. We use a pair (j(τ
) with a 1 ≥ 3 and a 2 ≥ 2; this is always possible because h ≥ 4 and none of our discriminants is 1 mod 8. We obtain the upper bound
Comparing it with (13), we obtain 2π 3
As Table 3 shows, the only case when (15) is satisfied is when ∆ 1 = −160 and ∆ 2 = −120. However, in this case ∆ 1 ≡ 0 mod 16, which implies that we can use the pair (j(τ A quick calculation shows that this bound contradicts (13) when ∆ 1 = −160, ∆ 2 = −120.
The case h = 2
In this case we have the following three options: • j(τ 1 ) = j(τ 2 ), ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 ;
• ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 .
The second option is exactly the "quadratic case" of Theorem 1.1. We are left with showing that the other two options are impossible. We use the data from Table 4 , calculated with PARI.
If j(τ 1 ) = j(τ 2 ) then j(τ 1 ) 2 = A, which means that the Hilbert class polynomials H ∆ (x) for ∆ = ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 must be x 2 − A. However, all polynomials in the second column of Table 4 have their middle coefficient a 1 distinct from 0.
Finally, if ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 , then the quantity appearing in the third column of Table 4 must be the same for these two discriminants, see identity (10) . However, all entries in this column are distinct.
